Projective Geometry over F1 and the
Gaussian Binomial Coefficients
Henry Cohn
1. INTRODUCTION. There is no field with only one element, yet there is a welldefined notion of what projective geometry over such a field means. This notion is
familiar to experts and plays an interesting role behind the scenes in combinatorics
and algebra, but it is rarely discussed as such. The purpose of this article is to bring
it to the attention of a broader audience, as the solution to a puzzle about Gaussian
binomial coefficients.
2. GAUSSIAN BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS. What form does the binomial theorem take in a noncommutative ring? In general one can say nothing interesting, but
certain special cases work out elegantly. One of the nicest, due to Schiitzenberger [18],
deals with variables x, y, and q such that q commutes with x and y, and yx = qxy.
Then there are polynomials
in q with integer coefficients such that
[n]q
(1)
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These polynomials are called Gaussian' binomial coefficients or q-binomial coefficients. They can be calculated recursively using
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together with the boundary conditions [n]q = []q = 1. To see why, note that writing
(x + y)n = (x + y)"-lx + (x + y)n-ly
and keeping careful track of how many times y moves past x shows that the coefficients
of (1) satisfy the recurrence (the boundary conditions are obvious).
Setting q = 1 yields the ordinarybinomial coefficients and recurrence (i.e., Pascal's
triangle). The analogy between Gaussian and ordinary binomial coefficients can be
strengthened as follows. Define the q-analogue of the natural number n by
[n],q = 1 + q

+ qn-I
+.--(note that setting q = 1 yields n) and the q-factorial by
[n]q! = [1]q[2]q

[0]q!

= 1 and

... [n],

'Needless to say, Gauss discovered them in a slightly different context. See [7, pp. 16-17] for how they
arose in his astonishing evaluation of the quadratic Gauss sum, and [8, p. 462] for another version of the
q-binomial theorem (this time commutative), but keep in mind that here the dot for multiplication has lower
precedence than addition!
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for n > 1. Thenit is not hardto proveby inductionusing (2) that
in

kq

[n],[n - 1],...[n

[n],!

=

[k]q! [n - k]q!

- k + 1]q

(3)

[k],!

in perfectparallelwith the case q = 1. Note thatit is not at all obviousthatthe righthandside of (3) is a polynomialin q, althoughthatfollows from the recurrencerelation.
Gaussianbinomialcoefficientsare far more thanjust a constructionfrom algebra.
Indeed,they arise in a startlingnumberof combinatorialproblems.For a taste (due
in this form to P61ya[16], althoughit is equivalentto a much earliertheoremon
partitions-see section 4 in [19]), imagine an m x n box with opposite cornersat
(0, 0) and (m, n), wherem and n arepositiveintegers.It is a standardfact of combinatorics that there are ("m+n)paths from (0, 0) to (m, n) made up of steps of one unit

up or right (each pathconsists of m + n steps, amongwhich one can freely choose
which m go right).Let f(m, n, a) be the numberof such pathsthat enclose areaa
with the bottomand right walls of the box. Then the Gaussianbinomialcoefficients
aregeneratingfunctionsfor this quantity:
mn

1 f (m , n , a )q
a=0_

+n

a
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Thereis a straightforward
proofusing (2), but one can also see directlyhow this correspondsto the q-binomialtheorem(a good exercisefor the reader).Moredetailson
this interpretation
and otherrelatedones can be foundin the excellentexpositoryarticle [17].
For our purposes,the crucial interpretationof Gaussianbinomialcoefficientsis
given by the following theoremaboutlinear algebraover the finite field Fq with q
elements (this theorem'searly historyis not fully known-see [12, p. 278] and [1,
p. 227]):
Theorem 1. If q is a prime power then [
n
of F

]

is the number of k-dimensional subspaces

Proof If we substitute [n]q = (qn - 1)/(q - 1) into (3), we find that
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Now consider the number of ways to choose a k-tuple (v1, ...,

vk) of linearly indepen-

dentvectorsin
If we choose the vectorsconsecutively,then vl can be any nonzero
vector,andthe Fq.
only restrictionon vi is thatit mustnot be one of the qi-' linearcombinations of v1, ..., vi_1. Thus, there are qn _- qi-1 choices for vi, and
(qqn

- 1)(q

_q)...

(qn _ qk-l)

k-tuplestotal.Eachk-tuplespansa k-dimensionalsubspaceof F', andeach subspace
is spannedby
(qk _ 1)(qk
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k-tuples(a secondapplicationof the sameargument,with n = k). Thereforethereare
(q'n - 1)(qn _ q)...

(qn - qk-1)

(qk _ 1)(qk- q) .. (qk _ qk-1)
k-dimensionalsubspaces,as desired.

N

One can also proveTheorem1 using the recurrence(2), but this proof is pretty.In
this form it goes back at least to [9], and a similarproof occursin Burnside's1897
grouptheorybook [6] (see pages 58-60, or pages 109-111 in the secondeditionfrom
1911).
Theorem 1 suggests a stronganalogybetween subsets of a set (the q = 1 case)
and subspacesof a vectorspace (the primepowercase). This analogyextendsmuch
further,and has been developedby numerousauthors.See, for example,the seminal
paper[9] by GoldmanandRota.At the end of [9], the authorsask for an explanation
of why this analogyholds.It's one thingto observeit in the formulas,butquiteanother
to describea consistentcombinatorialpicturein which subsetsappearnaturallyas a
degeneratecase of subspaces.
Puzzle 1. In whatway is an n-elementset like Fn (and subsetslike subspaces)?
Of course, there is no field lF with only one element,but there is a trivialring,
and it is merelya conventionthatwe do not call it a field. However,it is an excellent
convention,becausethe trivialring has no nontrivialmodules (if x is an element of
a module,then x = ix = Ox = 0). Callingit a field would not help solve Puzzle 1,
since Fn does not dependon n.
I know of no directsolutionto this puzzle, nor of any way to makesense of vector
spacesoverF1. Nevertheless,the puzzle canbe solvedby an indirectroute:it becomes
much easier to understandwhen it is reformulatedin terms of projectivegeometry.
Thatmaynot be surprising,if one keepsin mindthatmanytopics, suchas intersection
theory,become simplerwhen one moves to projectivegeometry.(The papers [11]
and [22] also shed light on this puzzle by indirectroutes,but not by using projective
geometry.)
3. PROJECTIVEGEOMETRY. Recall thatprojectivegeometryis a beautifuland
symmetriccompletionof affinegeometry.Given any field F,2 one can constructthe
n-dimensionalprojectivespace Pn(F) as the space of lines throughthe origin in
Fn+l. Equivalently,
pointsin I" (F) areequivalenceclasses of nonzeropointsin Fn+1
modulo multiplicationby nonzeroscalars.We write [xo,..., xn] for the equivalence
class of (xo,..., x,n)(these coordinatesare called homogeneouscoordinates).Affine
n-space Fn is embeddedinto IP"(F) via (xl, ... , xn) F [1, x1, ... , xn] (these are
knownas inhomogeneouscoordinates),andthe pointswith homogeneouscoordinates
[0, xl,..., xn] form a copy of In-1(F) called the set of points at infinity.Continuing
this processon the points at infinityrecursivelypartitionsIP(F) into affinepieces of
each dimensionup to n. This point of view makesprojectivespace look asymmetric,
but of coursewe can see fromthe definitionthatIP (F) is completelysymmetric.
Just as points in n"(F) correspondto lines throughthe origin in F"n+, lines in
"n(F) correspondto planesthroughthe originin Fn+l, andin generalk-dimensional
subspacesof Pn(F) correspondto (k + 1)-dimensionalvectorsubspacesof Fn+l. One
2In fact, any division algebra will do, but we are interested in finite projective geometries and all finite
division algebras are fields. This theorem was first stated by Wedderburnin [14], but the first of his three
proofs has a gap, and Dickson gave a complete proof before Wedderbumdid. See [15] for details.
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subspaceof Pn(F) is containedin anotherif thatcontainmentholdsforthe corresponding vectorsubspacesof Fn+1. We identifysubspacesof PI (F) with the sets of points
of IP"(F)they contain(it is easy to checkthatif they containexactlythe samepoints,
then they are equal).It is convenientto considerthe empty set as a (- 1)-dimensional
subspaceof P~(F), whichis consistentwith the foregoingdefinition.
The points of a k-dimensionalsubspaceof P"(F) are determinedby n - k independentlinearconstraintsin homogeneouscoordinates(the definingequationsof
the correspondingvector subspace).In termsof inhomogeneouscoordinatesfor the
affine subspaceF", these constraintsamountto n - k inhomogeneouslinearequations. Everyk-dimensionalaffinesubspaceof Fn is the solutionset of some equations
of this sort,butnot all suchcollectionsof equationshavek-dimensionalaffinesolution
sets:becausetheyareinhomogeneousequations,theirsolutionsets in F" mayhavedimensionless thank, or may even be empty.In thatcase most pointsof the projective
subspaceareat infinity,andits intersectionwith affinespaceis small.
Giventwo subspacesS andT of projectivespace,let S A T ("S meet T") andS v T
("Sjoin T") denotetheirintersectionand span,respectively(i.e., takethe intersection
and span of the correspondingvector subspacesof Fn+1). The meet is theirgreatest
lower boundundercontainment,and the join is theirleast upperbound.Among the
most importantpropertiesof meets andjoins in projectivespace is the followingfact
of linearalgebra,called the modularlaw:
dim(S) + dim(T) = dim(S A T) + dim(S v T).

The modularlaw implies many of the familiarpropertiesof projectivegeometry.
For example,let S and T be two distinctlines in P2(F). Then S v T = 1P2(F), and
it follows from the modularlaw that dim(S A T) = 0, (i.e., S and T intersectin a
point).Similarly,let S and T be distinctpointsin Ip2(F). Thendim(S A T) = -1, and
it follows thatS v T is a line andthusthereis a uniqueline throughS and T (unique
becauseeverysubspacecontainingS and T containsS v T).
Theorem1 can be triviallyreformulatedin termsof projectivegeometry:
Theorem 2. If q is a primepower,then Li+lq is the numberof k-dimensionalsubspaces of IPn(Fq).

Puzzle 1 has a projectiveanalogueas well:
Puzzle 2. In what way is an (n + 1)-element set like IPn(F1) (and subsets like subspaces)?

This reformulationof the puzzle is the one we will explain.Our goal is to make
sense of projectivegeometryoverFl. However,it does not fit intothe linear-algebraic
frameworkin whichwe havebeen working.Instead,we mustgive a morecombinatorial definitionof projectivegeometry,which will includenot only the case q = 1, but
also some additionalprojectivegeometrieswe havenot yet seen.
Definition 1. A projective geometry of order q is a finite set P (whose elements are
called points), a set L of subsets of P (whose elements are called subspaces), and a
function dim : L - {-1, 0, 1, ... } satisfying the following axioms:
1. L forms a lattice when partially ordered by containment. In other words, each
pair of elements S and T has a greatest lower bound S A T and a least upper
bound S v T in L under c.
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2. The functiondim is strictlyincreasing:if S and T belong to L and S C T, then
dim(S) < dim(T).
3. Forall x in P, {x} is a memberof L, as is 0.
4. For S in L, dim(S) = -1 if and only if S = 0, and dim(S) = 0 if and only if
S = {x} for some x in P.
5. For S and T in L,
dim(S) + dim(T) = dim(S A T) + dim(S v T).
6. If S is a memberof L with dim(S) = 1, then ISI= q + 1.
The terminology"of orderq" is unfortunatebut standard.It does not mean that
there are q points;instead,think of it as meaningthat we are workingover a field
with q elements,as in the case of IPn(Fq), althoughthat may not be true. We have
made no attemptto specify a minimalset of axioms. For example,Axiom 2 follows
from the otheraxioms. It is essentiallya theoremof Birkhoff[4] that these axioms
are equivalentto other standarddefinitions("essentially"because our axioms differ
slightlyfromBirkhoff's,butthe equivalenceis not hardto prove),with the exception
thatmost peoplerequireq > 1 beforethey use the term"projectivegeometry."
Note thatit follows fromAxioms 1 and 3 that P belongs to L, since thejoin of all
the zero-dimensionalsubspacesmustbe P. We definethe dimensionof the geometry
to be dim(P).
The completelist of finite projectivegeometriesof ordergreaterthan one is still
unknown.Veblenand Bussey [20] used an approachdue to Hilbert[10] to classify
those thatsatisfythe Desarguestheorem(if two trianglesin a plane arein perspective
froma point,thenthey arein perspectivefroma line). They attemptedto coordinatize
the geometry,andthe Desarguestheoremwas neededto obtainassociativity;when it
holds, the geometrymustbe a projectivegeometryover a finitefield. The usualproof
of the Desarguestheoreminvolveslifting to three-dimensionalspace, and in fact the
theoremholds in every projectivegeometryof dimensiongreaterthantwo. Thus,the
only finiteprojectivegeometriesremainingto be classifiedare the projectiveplanes,
andin particularthose thatcannotbe embeddedinto higher-dimensional
spaces.Vebfinite
of
len andWedderburn
constructed
[21]
projectiveplanes thatdo not
examples
not
defined
over finite fields, but a
and
are
therefore
the
theorem
satisfy
Desargues
All
known
have
list
is
not
known.
examples
primepower order,and only
complete
two limitationson the orderhave been established:BruckandRyser [5] provedif the
orderis 1 or 2 modulo 4 then it must be a sum of two squares,and Lam, Swiercz,
andThiel [13] checkedby a massivecomputersearchthatthe ordercannotbe 10. In
particular,it is not knownwhetherthereis a projectiveplane of order12. It is worth
pointingout thata projectiveplaneof orderq can be definedfarless verboselythanin
Definition1: it is a finiteset of pointswith certainsubsetscalled "lines"such thatnot
all the pointslie on one line, each line has q + 1 points,each pairof distinctpointsis
on a uniqueline, and each pairof distinctlines intersectsin a uniquepoint. (In fact,
simply requiringthat each line must have at least three points implies that they all
have the samenumberof points.)Classifyingthese objectsis a naturalandimportant
combinatorialproblem.
We can now solve Puzzle 2 by identifyingthe projectivegeometriesof order 1.
They areBooleanalgebras:let L consistof all subsetsof P andset dim(S) = ISI- 1.
It is clear thatthis defines a projectivegeometryof order 1, and it is not difficultto
check using Lemmas3 and4 thatthese arethe only projectivegeometriesof order1.
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As desired,their subspacesof a given dimensionare countedby ordinarybinomial
coefficients.
Thus,we have solved the puzzle,andseen how the Booleanalgebraof subsetsof a
set fits naturallyas the q = 1 case of projectivegeometry.However,to makethe solution convincing,we mustgive a unifiedproofof the analogueof Theorem2 for every
projectivegeometryof orderq. (If the proofrequiredcase analysis,thenthe apparent
unificationof the definitionmightbe illusory.)Theorem5 is sucha unification.Before
provingit, we deducesome lemmasfromthe axiomsof Definition1.
Lemma 3. Every projective geometry (P, L, dim) of order q and dimension n has the
following properties:
1. Each element S of L is itself naturally a projective geometry (S, L', dimlL') of
order q, where L' = {T E L I T C S}.
2. For S and T in L, SAT = S nT.
3. Every two distinct points in P lie on a unique line, and every two distinct lines
intersect in at most one point.
4. For S in L and x in P but not in S, dim(S v {x}) = dim(S) + 1.
5. For S and T in L with dim(S) = n - 1, either T is contained in S or dim(T A
S) = dim(T) - 1.

Proof We deal with the assertionsone by one:
1. All of the axiomsfor a projectivegeometryholdtrivially.OnlyAxiom 1 requires
the slightestargument:if membersT1and T2of L are subsetsof S, then T, v T2
is containedin S by the definitionof a least upperbound,so T, v T2belongsto
L' as desired.
2. By definition, SAT

CS and SAT

T, so S AT C S

T. On the other

hand,for every x in S A T, {x} is an elementof L thatis containedin both S
and T, so {x)} S A T by the definitionof the greatestlower bound.Hence,
SAT =Sn

T.

3. This assertionfollows fromthe modularlaw and Axiom 4, as in the analysisof
1P2(F)fromearlierin the paper(exceptthatin morethantwo dimensionsthere
can be disjointlines).
4. We have
dim(0) + dim(S v {x}) = dim(S A {x}) + dim(S v {x})
= dim(S) + dim({x})
= dim(S),

fromwhichit follows thatdim(S v {x}) = dim(S) + 1.
5. Because dim(S) = n - 1, either T is a subset of S or T v S = P. In the latter

case,
n + dim(T A S) = dim(T v S) + dim(T A S)
= dim(T) + dim(S)

= dim(T) + n - 1,
so dim(T A S) = dim(T) - 1.
492
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Lemma 4. Every projective geometry of order q and dimension n contains [n +
1]q
points.

Proof We provethis by inductionon n. The base case n = 0 follows fromAxiom 4.
Now supposethatthe lemmaholds for all dimensionsless thann.
By repeatedlyapplyingassertion4 in Lemma3, one can constructa subspaceS
of dimensionn - 1. Theremust also be a point x that does not lie in S. Every line
throughx intersectsS in a uniquepoint by assertions2 and 5. By assertion3, every
point otherthanx lies on a uniqueline with x, and these lines are all disjointexcept
for x. Eachline containsq pointsbesides x by Axiom 6. Therefore,the total number
of points in the geometry is 1 + qSI = 1 + q [n]q = [n + 1]q, as desired (ISI = [n]q

by assertion1 andthe inductivehypothesis).

I

Theorem 5. Every projective geometry of order q and dimension n contains
subspaces of dimension k.
[+l]q_

(WhileTheorem5 canbe provedanalogouslyto Theorem1, for varietywe will instead
use the recurrence(2).)
Proof As in theprecedingproof,we provethisby inductionon n. Thebasecase n = 0
is againtrivial.Thus,we supposethatthe resultholds for all dimensionsless thann.
Let S be a subspaceof dimensionn - 1. By the inductivehypothesis,there are
[kn+l1 subspaces of dimension k in S. By assertion 5 of Lemma 3, every other
k-dimensionalsubspaceintersectsS in a (k - 1)-dimensionalsubspace,so thereare
[n]q possible intersections.To completethe proof, we will show that every (k - 1)dimensionalsubspaceof S extends in qn-k ways to a k-dimensionalsubspacenot
containedin S.
Let T be a (k - 1)-dimensionalsubspaceof S. Eachextensionis of the formT v {x }
for some x not belongingto S (it containsa subspaceof this formand must coincide
with it becausethey have the same dimension),andthatpartitionsthe complementof
S in P into disjointsubsets,accordingto whetherthey lie in the same extension.It
follows from Lemma4 thatthere are qn choices of x outside S, and thateach of the
extensionscontainsqk of them,so thereare qn-k extensions.Thus,thereare

-k+

nk+l
1_

q

~
-knq

+
k

+1

k-dimensionalsubspacesin total,as desired.

0

4. FURTHERDIRECTIONS. ViewingBooleanalgebraas a specialcase of projective geometrycan illuminatemorethanjust the puzzle with whichwe started.Oneinterestingexample,suggestedby RobertKleinberg,is the classificationof finitesimple
groups.Recall that these groupsfall into four classes (see [3, sec. 47]). Aside from
cyclic groupsof primeorderandfinitelymanysporadicgroups,the only finitesimple
groupsarethe simplegroupsof Lie type andthe alternatinggroups.The simplegroups
of Lie type arefinite-fieldanaloguesof simpleLie groups,andit is very reasonableto
expectto constructfinitesimplegroupsin this way.Whatmay be surprisingis thatthe
alternatinggroups,whichto a naiveobserverfeel verydifferentfromthe groupsof Lie
type, can be broughtat least partiallyinto the same framework.In particular,An can
be thoughtof as PSLn(F1), as follows.
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The most basic example of a finite group of Lie type is PSLn~(Fq), which is
simple unless n = 2 and q is 2 or 3 (assumefrom now on that we are not in these
cases). It arises geometricallyas a normalsubgroupof the groupAut(Pn-'(F,)) of
collineationsof Pn-1 (F,) (i.e., permutationsof the points thatfurthermoremapsubspaces to subspaces).When n > 3, the collineationgroup is a semidirectproduct
Gal(Fq/Fp) x PGLn(IFq)if q is a power of the prime p (see Theorem2.26 and the
discussionthatfollows it in [2, pp. 88-91]). The subgroupPSLn(Fq) can be derived
from Aut(IP"-'(F•q))by repeatedlytakingthe commutatorsubgroup:the commutator
the commutatorsubgroupof
subgroupof Aut(IPn-'(Fq))is containedin
PGLn(qF,),
own commutatorsubgroupbecauseit
that is equal to PSLn(IF), and PSLn(F,) is its
is a non-Abeliansimplegroup.(If q is prime,then one needs to takethe commutator
subgrouponly once to reachPSLn((Fq).)
What shouldthe q = 1 analoguebe? The automorphismgroupof "-'1
(IF1)is the
is
is
and
whose
commutator
An
An,
Sn,
subgroup
simple if n > 5.
symmetricgroup
This suggeststhatPSLn(IF1)shouldbe interpretedas An. However,it is not clearhow
far the analogygoes. Forexample,whathappensif one sets q = 1 in the equation
IPSLn

(F,)l

=

q(G)(q- 1)n-'[n]q!
gcd(n, q - 1)

(see Table 16.1 in [3, p. 252], but note that7r is a typo for n)? The powerof q simply
becomes 1, and [n]q! becomes n!, but the remainingfactors amountto 0/n rather
than 1/2. Is thereany way to makesense of this?Canthe analogybetweenPSLn(F1)
and An be extendedor refined?
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Untitled poem from the collection Crossing the Equal Sign
Givenany theorem,we've provedit, we know it, andthatshouldbe that.
But I keep thinkingof things.
Keeptestingthem,waiting
for somethingto go boo.
Whenyourankleis brokenyou'retemptedto contractit
as thoughit hada muscle
as thoughit were a muscle.
"Tapme,"says the bone.
"Testme. Hurtme."
A theoremis muscles.
A proofis muscles.
Mathis full of muscleswhich
despite the pain
I'm tempted to tap or flex.
-_
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